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About This Game

Ricochet Kills: Noir. It is a puzzle-shooter game in original minimalistic noir style. Use bullets ricochets to kill your enemies
and keep in mind that your ammo is limited. Try your skills on 100 different levels.
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One of the most fun and original puzzle games I have played in a long time. As a mafia hitman it's your job to eliminate all
human targets on the screen using a limited supply of bullets. One has to try and kill said targets by ricocheting bullets off
various surfaces in order to directly kill as many targets as possible or by setting off objects such as explosive barrels, mines,
bowlingballs, crates etc. that will then go about doing their nasty business.

The game comes with 100 puzzles that start of really simple but get increasinlgy more difficult if you're a completionist like me
and want to try and get a full 3-star rating on every assignment (as long as you kill every target you will automatically move on to
the next puzzle regardless of how many stars you earn).

The sound effects are fine, the music is a bit repetitive but soothing and graphically it's simple but fits the theme perfectly. Yet
it's the gameplay where it's truly at: For the price this game is extremely good value for money.. I played this a long time when it
was just a Flash game. I'm glad that it's on Steam now.. literally just a flash game that you pay for. richochet kills 2 is the best.
PLAY IT NOW ON NOTDOPPLER: NEW GAMES EVERY THURSDAY.. In this game, you have to shoot in the right
direction to kill all necessary enemies.

Your ammo is limited so you will really have to use your brain in order to get 3 stars (Or just pass the level).

Believe me it's not easy especially when you reach higher levels.

The game also provides the level editor for those who need.

=> A good small game with fair price that you should really consider adding to your library.. This is basically what Ricochet
Kills was as a flash game, but more complete, more elaborate and just as irritating in how hard the puzzles are. It also gives a
few new tools and a bunch of new mechanics for the game such as mines, chains, switch-operated doors, etc. Overall, it's a
pretty good game, but if you're a completionest, be prepared to go bald from stress, because gettin the 3 star on every level is
NOT easy.. Pros:
+ Bought it on sale.
+ Fun 2D puzzle physics precision shooting

Cons:
- No level editor
- You're not getting past level 65. Stop kidding yourself.

5 out of 5 Wilhelm screams.. This game is satisfying. The audio is great, the art style is pleasent, and the gameplay is very very
fun. I love these simple physics\/geometry type games. Basically your a guy with a handgun who needs to bounce bullets off
walls and various surfaces to try and kill all the other guys. The other guys don't shoot at you (at least as far as I got), but peices
in the enviroment can kill you (if you mess up). Gameplay is fluid and it is easy to restart if you make mistakes. The game
introduces new mechanics every few levels to keep things interesting (falling boxes, explosive barrels, etc).

First Impression Gameplay on YouTube: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kYzTPZ6oXB0. Its a fun little game.
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